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Abstract:

The aim of this study was to investigate the role of parent-initiated motivational climate on athletes’ dispositional flow and sport engagement. For this purpose, a total of one hundred and eighty athletes (age, M=17.48, SD=3.39 years; sport experience, M=6.48, SD=3.75 years) voluntarily participated in this study. The participants were recruited voluntarily from team and individual sports. A personal information form, Parent-Initiated Motivational Climate Questionnaire-2, Athlete Engagement Questionnaire, and Short Dispositional Flow Scale 2 were used as the data collection tool. The data were analyzed by descriptive statistics, Pearson correlation analysis and stepwise multiple regression analysis. According to the Pearson correlation analysis, confidence, dedication, vigor, enthusiasm, global engagement, and dispositional flow were found to be positively and significantly correlated with parent-initiated task-involving climate. Parent-initiated ego-involving climate did not significantly correlate with any engagement or flow variables. According to the results of multiple regression analysis, parental task-involving climate significantly contributed to athletes’ confidence, dedication, vigor, enthusiasm, global engagement, and dispositional flow. Overall, the results showed that parents’ task-involving motivational climate contributed to athletes’ engagement and dispositional flow. In line with these findings some suggestions for parents are proposed.
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Introduction

Motivation is one of the most popular topics in sports psychology research (Roberts, Treasure, & Conroy, 2007). In recent investigations, besides the reasons of athletes to start and continue sport participation (Akyüz, M., Agar, Akyüz, & Doğru, 2016; Zeng, Meng, Sun, & Xie, 2019), factors related to drop out from sports were also investigated (Baron-Thiene & Alfermann, 2015; Silva Dias, et al., 2018). The primary aim of these studies was highlighting the importance of providing the valuable and beneficial sport experience to young athletes. When the theories developed on athletes’ sport motivation are examined, it can be seen that, along with a number of theories, the Achievement Goal Theory (Ames, 1992; Nicholls, 1989) constitutes the very basis for many up-to-date studies (e.g. Lochbaum, Zanatta, & Kazak, 2020; Monteiro, et al., 2018; Ring & Kavussanu, 2018; Sarmento, Peralta, Harper, Vaz, & Marques, 2018).

The Achievement Goal Theory (AGT) posits that individuals are motivated to demonstrate their competence or achievement. AGT asserts the existence of two major goal states which influence how individuals construe their competence or define their subjective success in the achievement settings (Nicholls, 1989). These goal states are task (or mastery) orientation and performance (or ego) orientation. The two goal states represent different reasons for engaging in a specific behavior and use different standards for defining success. Having task goals reflects a desire to develop one’s competence by improving or learning as much as one can. A person with task goals defines his/her success with either self-referential standards (i.e. learning new things or surpassing a prior personal best performance) or task-based standards (e.g. answering 80% problems correctly). On the other hand, performance goals reflect a desire to demonstrate existing competence by outperforming others or obtaining success with less effort. People with performance goals define success with normative standards (i.e. ranking). Therefore, it is possible to say that task goals, but not performance goals, stimulate challenge seeking, raise effort, and facilitate learning and related outcomes which are more valuable (Senko, 2016). In addition to the two goal orientations, the concept of perceived motivational
climatic climate is also one of the important tenets of AGT. 
Motivational climate refers to perceptions of situational cues and expectations of significant others that encourage the development of a particular achievement orientation and, at any time, induce a certain goal involvement state (Ames, 1992).

According to AGT (Ames, 1992; Nicholls, 1989), there are two types of motivational climate: task-involving or performance-involving climates. A task-involving motivational climate refers to the climate in which athletes perceive that effort, cooperation, learning and improvement are emphasized and appreciated by significant others (e.g. coaches, parents, teachers, etc.) (Newton, Duda, & Yin, 2000). Self-development, investing as much effort as possible and hard work are valued in task-involving climates, while in contrast, intrateam competition, social comparison and interpersonal evaluation are emphasized in a performance-involving climate (Newton, et al., 2000), in which individuals value normative success. Many studies in sport psychology literature address the concept of motivational climate according to who creates it. A closer examination of these studies reveals that coach-created (Appleton & Duda, 2016; Sari & Derhayanoğlu, 2019), parent-created (Kolayiş, Sari, & Çelik, 2017; Wagnsson, Stenling, Gustafsson, & Augustsson, 2016) and peer-created (Hein & Jøesaaar, 2015) motivational climates have mostly been studied in sport context. Studies reveal that task-involving motivational climates created by coaches, parents and peers are important for athletes to experience enjoyment, motivation, fun, intrinsic motivation, and flow (Atkins, Johnson, Force, & Petrie, 2015; Harwood, Keegan, Smith, & Raine, 2015; Vazou, Ntoumanis, & Duda, 2006).

On the other hand, there is also evidence that ego-involving motivational climate increases athletes’ exhaustion, sport devaluation (Russssel, 2021) and moral disengagement (Sarı & Deryahanoğlu, 2019), as well as it diminishes athletes’ basic need satisfaction and well-being (Reinboth & Duda, 2006). Moreover, athletes in highly ego-involving climates can behave against sportsmanship (Boixados, Cruz, Torregrosa, & Valiente, 2004; Wagnsson, et al., 2016). To sum up, the relevant research showed that a task-involving climate as compared to an ego-involving climate can generally be more beneficial for athletes’ optimal sport participation experiences and athletic outcomes.

Research on coach and peer motivational climates is more prevalent than the investigations that focus on the parent-created motivational climate. A systematic review reported that the number of studies about coach-created or peer-created motivational climates were higher than the number of studies about parent-created motivational climate (Harwood, et al., 2015). In their systematic review of studies on motivational climate (1990 – 2014), Harwood et al. (2015) identified only three studies on parent-created motivational climate that met their inclusion criteria. The three identified studies (Morris & Kavussanu, 2008; O’Rourke, Smith, Smoll, & Cumming, 2011; White, Kavussanu, & Guest, 1998) included in the review by Harwood et al. (2015) focused on the effect of parental motivational climate on athletes’ goal orientation and anxiety. The focus on goal orientation and anxiety are quite different research areas as compared to the motivational variables examined in the present study. Considering the previous studies referred to above, the role of the parent-initiated motivational climate in athletes’ motivational outcomes is not clear and there are quite a few studies on this topic. Therefore, more research must be conducted on it. Therefore, examining the parent-initiated motivational climate appears to be an important topic.

Gardner, Magee, and Vella (2016) examined the relationship between parental support and athletes’ motivational outcomes. Parental support includes parents’ behaviors such as tangible support (e.g. covering financial and transport costs), socioemotional support (e.g. encouragement and aiding understanding), informational support (e.g. explaining the rules), and companionship (e.g. watching sports events) (Cote, 1999; Cote & Hay, 2002). The construct, parental support, refers to athletes’ perception of parental supportive behaviors and it is very different from parental task-involving and ego-involving motivational climates addressed in the present study. Similarly, Gomes, Gonçalves, Dias, and Morais (2019) investigated whether the young athletes’ motivation is related to the behavior of their parents. However, they only measured task and ego goal orientations as the motivational outcomes. Motivation is a diverse construct encompassing far more than ego and task goal orientations. Different motivational outcomes need to be examined in relation with the parent-initiated motivational climate. Therefore, there is a need for more research on the relationship between athletes’ motivation and parent-initiated motivational climate from different perspectives.

The parent-initiated motivational climate is important for athletes’ autonomous motivation (Kolayiş, et al., 2017), their basic psychological needs satisfaction (Sari, Köleli, & Gürvendi, 2019), and for young athletes’ moral decision making (Altıntaş, Sari, & Karaç, 2018). Kolayiş et al. (2017) suggested that athletes’ autonomous motivation might be enhanced as a result of parental behavior that fostered the task-involving motivational climate, provided athletes with learning and entertainment opportunities and emphasized young athletes’ effort investment (Kolayiş, et al., 2017).
To summarize, it could be stated in general that the parental motivational climate is important for athletes’ motivational components.

Athletes’ engagement was the first motivational variable examined within the scope of this research. In recent decades, psychologists have argued strongly for a more positive focus within psychological studies (e.g. Diener, 2003; Seligman & Csikszentmihalyi, 2014). Therefore, the term ‘engagement’, which is opposite to ‘burnout’, was conceptualized (Schaufeli, Bakker, & Salanova, 2006). Athlete engagement is defined as “an enduring, relatively stable sport experience, which refers to generalized positive affect and cognitions about one’s sport as a whole” (Lonsdale, Hodge, & Jackson, 2007b; Lonsdale, Hodge, & Raedeke, 2007a). Engagement is “persistent, positive, cognitive-affective experience in sport that is characterized by four components: confidence, dedication, enthusiasm, and vigor” (Lonsdale, et al., 2007a). Confidence, as the first component of engagement, represents “a belief in one’s ability to attain a high level of performance and achieve desired goals”. The second component of engagement is dedication and it represents “a desire to invest effort and time towards achieving goals one views as important”. The third component is vigor defined as “a sense of physical and mental liveliness”. Lastly, enthusiasm refers to “feelings of excitement and high levels of enjoyment” (Lonsdale, et al., 2007a). Studies have showed that athletes’ engagement is linked to the coaches’ task-involving climate (Curran, Hill, Hall, & Jowett, 2015) and athletes’ perfectionistic strivings and need satisfaction (De Francisco, Arce, Sanchez-Romero, & del Pilar Vilchez, 2018; Jowett, Hill, Hall, & Curran, 2016; Martinez-Alvarado, Guillén García, & Feltz, 2016). To the authors’ knowledge, however, no research has been conducted on the relationship between the parent-initiated motivational climate and athletes’ engagement.

Flow is the second variable examined in relation with the parent-initiated motivational climate in the scope of this research. Athletes’ experience of flow has been the subject of interest for researchers in recent years (e.g. Jackman, Swann, & Crust, 2016; Stavrout, Psychountaki, Georgiadis, Karteroliotis, & Zervas, 2015). Namely, providing optimal experiences to athletes can help them to train with pleasure as well as to maximize their sporting performance. In this context, the concept known as “flow” was developed. Flow was initially conceptualized by Csikszentmihalyi in 1975 in his book entitled “Beyond Boredom and Anxiety.” While in flow, individuals experience strong task engagement and become completely immersed in an activity which is perceived as rewarding by itself (Csikszentmihalyi, 1975). Flow generally occurs when individuals’ skill level matches the situational challenge where the skill level and challenges are both in balance (Csikszentmihalyi, 2008). The term ‘flow’ was defined as “the person’s deep sense of task and cognitive competence, integration with the activity, and the inner pleasure felt in the activity involved” (Moneta, 2004). According to another research (Swann, Keegan, Piggott, & Curst, 2012) flow refers to the autotelic experience, endless source of energy, wonderful feeling of the body, not feeling pain and feeling strong.

In recent years, the importance of determining how individuals feel during their experiences and which emotions occur during their activities have been understood and thus many psychology studies have focused on the topic of flow experience (Cheron, 2016; Csikszentmihalyi, 2013; Illies, et al., 2017; Nakamura & Csikszentmihalyi, 2014). However, general psychology is not the exclusive field in which this intriguing topic is popular; scientists from different disciplines such as education (Hsieh, Lin, & Hou, 2016), business administration (Maqbool, Cerne, & Bortoluzzi, 2019), health (Yoshida, et al., 2018), and physical activity (Carter, River, & Sachs, 2013) are also focused on flow. In recent years, the concept of flow has been researched in various samples such as collegiate swimmers (Karageorghis, et al., 2013), elite youth swimmers (Briegel-Jones, Knowles, Eubank, Gianoulatos, & Elliot, 2013), participants in computer game activities (Harmat, et al., 2015), university students who performed dart activity (Zhang, Duan, Lyu, Keatley, & Chan, 2016), elite and sub-elite athletes from team and individual sports (Thienot, 2013) and students of collegiate music programs (Miksza & Tan, 2015).

The relevant literature in sport psychology showed that athletes’ flow experience was linked to various factors such as coach and peer motivational climates (Çağlar, Aşçi, & Uygurtaş, 2017), internal factors such as motivation and arousal (Swann, et al., 2012), and skill level (Koehn & Morris, 2014). However, according to Çağlar et al., (2017), the parent-initiated motivational climate did not have any effect on team-sport athletes’ flow experience. Therefore, it also appears important to examine the effect of the parent-initiated motivational climate on athletes’ flow. In line with those explanations above, the aim of this study was to investigate the role of the parent-initiated motivational climate on athletes’ flow experience and sport engagement. It was hypothesized that the task-involving motivational climate would have a positive effect on athletes’ engagement and flow. Also, it was hypothesized that the parent-initiated ego-involving climate would have a negative effect on athletes’ engagement and flow.
Method

Participants

Initially, a total of 190 athletes filled out the questionnaires. Ten participants’ data were removed due to improper answers or missing values. A total of 180 athletes took part in this study (age, M=17.48, SD=3.39 years; experience, M=6.48, SD=3.75 years; the number of training sessions per week, M=3.78, SD=1.51 times). The sample was comprised of 82 males and 98 females. They were chosen from a variety of team and individual sports in Sakarya, which is a city in northwestern Turkey. These sports were: athletics (5.56%), basketball (5.56%), cycling (5.56%), football (40%) team handball (12.78%), karate (6.67%), taekwondo (10.56%), and volleyball (13.33%). The athletes were chosen by a convenience sampling method.

Data collection tools

Personal information form. This section of the data collection tool included some questions aimed to determine athletes’ characteristics such as age, gender, sport branch, sport experience and the number of training sessions per week.

Parent-Initiated Motivational Climate Questionnaire-2. This scale was developed by White, Duda and Hart (1992) to determine how athletes perceived motivational climates created by their parents. Later, the scale was revised and an 18-item form was developed (White & Duda, 1993). Language adaptation of this scale into Turkish was performed by Altıntaş, Aşçı, and Çağlar (2016). The scale has a father’s motivational climate and a mother’s motivational climate version each comprised of 18 items. However, a mean score from the father’s and mother’s motivational climate can be used to determine parental climate as a single score (Kolayiş, et al., 2017; O’Rourke, Smith, Smoll, & Cumming, 2014). Answers to items ranged from a score of 1 (strongly disagree) to 5 (strongly agree) on a Likert-type scale. The sub-dimensions are: learning and enjoyment climate (nine items; an example item: My mother/father is satisfied when I learn something new), worry-conducive climate (five items; an example item: My mother/father feels badly when I can’t do as well as others), and success-without-effort climate (four items; an example item: My mother/father is satisfied when I win without effort). Relevant literature showed that the learning and enjoyment climate referred to the task-involving climate, whereas the worry-conducive climate and success-without-effort climate can be an indicator of the performance-involving climate (O’Rourke, et al., 2014; Kolayiş, et al., 2017).

Short (9-item) Dispositional Flow Scale-2 (SDFS-2; Jackson, Martin, & Eklund, 2008). This scale contains nine items comprised of one item from each dimension of the Dispositional Flow Scale-2 (DFS-2), (e.g. I have a strong sense of what I want to do” from clear goals dimension). SDFS-2 is a 5-point Likert scale. The answer for the items ranges from 1 (strongly disagree) to 5 (strongly agree). Higher scores indicate a higher feeling of dispositional flow. The validation of the Turkish long form of this scale was made by Aşçı, Çağlar, Eklund, Altıntaş, and Jackson (2007) and the language adaptation of the Short (9-item) Dispositional Flow Scale-2 was performed by Çağlar, Sarı, Aşçı, Eklund, and Jackson (2020).

Athlete Engagement Questionnaire (AEQ). Athlete engagement was measured by the Athlete Engagement Questionnaire (Lonsdale, et al., 2007b). This scale is comprised of four subscales: confidence, dedication, enthusiasm, and vigor. Participants responded to all the AEQ items using 5-point Likert scales (1=almost never, 2=rarely, 3=sometimes, 4=frequently, 5=almost always) to indicate “How often you felt this way in the past three months”. Sample items included: (a) confidence: I believe I am capable of accomplishing my goals in sport; (b) dedication: I am determined to achieve my goals in sport; (c) enthusiasm: I feel excited about my sport; and (d) vigor: I feel really alive when I participate in my sport. The language adaptation of this scale into Turkish was performed by Keleçek, Kara, and Aşçı (2018). The scale has 16 items, four for each dimension. In line with the approach taken by the previous studies (Hodge, Lonsdale, & Jackson, 2009; Podlog, et al., 2015), we calculated a global engagement score. For this purpose, subscale scores were averaged across the four subscales and the global engagement score was formed.

Data collection

Coaches were informed about the aims of the research and their permission was obtained. Voluntary sports clubs were then visited during their training sessions. The aims of the research were explained to all athletes and the questionnaires were administered only to volunteers. The athletes were informed that the obtained data would be kept confidential and used exclusively for research purposes. All the necessary actions were taken to protect participants’ anonymity and facilitate their honest responses.

Data analysis

Data were analyzed by the SPSS 17.0 software. A frequency analysis was performed to check for incorrect data entries and for a normal range between data points. If missing values in a dataset are below the rate of 5%, any procedure to handling missing values can be used (Tabachnick & Fidell, 2007). After checking for missing values, only three observations were detected with a few
missing values, which was less than 5%. Therefore, the missing values were replaced by the mean score. It was also checked whether the number of participants was adequate and the findings were provided in Results. Z scores were computed to check for outliers in the data and no data outliers were detected. The assumption of normality was examined to see if the residuals were normally distributed. Also, multicollinearity was examined by the Pearson correlation analysis. The data were analyzed by descriptive statistics, the Pearson correlation analysis, and the stepwise multiple regression analysis. The level of significance was determined to be .05.

Results

The suitability of the data for further analysis was checked. Residuals were analyzed for normal distribution. Skewness and kurtosis values of the residuals were between -2 and +2, which indicated normal distribution (George & Mallery, 2016). Also, the adequacy of sample size is an important issue in regression analysis (Hair, Anderson, Tatham, & Black, 1995). The adequacy of sample size was tested using the formula N>50+8m, which was proposed by Pallant (2007). In this formula, the variable m expresses the number of independent variables. Two independent variables were used in the regression analysis in this study. So, the formula used was: N>50+8*2. In other words, there must be more than 66 participants to test the hypotheses in this study by a regression analysis. Therefore, it can be concluded that the number of participants was adequate. The outliers in the data were checked by the standard z-values. This value is expected to be between -3.3 and +3.3 (Pallant, 2007). In the analysis, it was determined that three observations were out of the range, therefore they were deleted. The number of participants (N=180), indicated in Methods, represents the total number of data analyzed after deleting the outliers. A high level of significant relationships between the independent variables refers to multicollinearity or to a situation where a variable in a multiple regression model can be accurately predicted from other variables. Pallant (2007) stated that a relationship between the independent variables higher than .90 was an indicator of multicollinearity problem. The Pearson correlation coefficient between the two independent variables was calculated as -.034 in this research. A negative correlation of -.034 between the independent variables rules out a multicollinearity effect.

Regarding engagement scores, it can be seen in Table 1 that the highest score belongs to enthusiasm, whereas the lowest score belongs to confidence. The scores for motivational climate showed that the parent task-involving climate score was higher than the ego-involving climate score (Table 1).

According to the Pearson correlation analysis, confidence (r=.37), dedication (r=.34), vigor (r=.36), enthusiasm (r=.42), global engagement (r=.42), and flow (r=.44) were found to be positively and significantly correlated with the parent task-involving climate. The parent ego-involving climate did not significantly correlate with athletes’ engagement or flow (Table 2).

Table 1. Descriptive statistics for engagement, flow, and motivational climate

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>Min</th>
<th>Max</th>
<th>M</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>Cronbach alpha</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Confidence</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>5.00</td>
<td>4.01</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dedication</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>5.00</td>
<td>4.03</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vigor</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>5.00</td>
<td>4.12</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>0.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enthusiasm</td>
<td>1.25</td>
<td>5.00</td>
<td>4.21</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>0.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Global engagement</td>
<td>1.63</td>
<td>5.00</td>
<td>4.13</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flow</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>5.00</td>
<td>3.88</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>0.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parent task-involving climate</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>4.00</td>
<td>2.30</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>0.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parent ego-involving climate</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>5.00</td>
<td>3.79</td>
<td>1.06</td>
<td>0.92</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Pearson correlation among engagement, flow, and motivational climate

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>8</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1) Confidence</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>.72</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2) Dedication</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>.74</td>
<td>.76</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3) Vigor</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>.78</td>
<td>.77</td>
<td>.90</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4) Enthusiasm</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>.85</td>
<td>.85</td>
<td>.89</td>
<td>.91</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5) Global engagement</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>.52</td>
<td>.50</td>
<td>.56</td>
<td>.52</td>
<td>.57</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6) Flow</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>.64</td>
<td>.64</td>
<td>.36</td>
<td>.42</td>
<td>.42</td>
<td>.44</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7) Parent task-involving climate</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>.34</td>
<td>.34</td>
<td>.36</td>
<td>.42</td>
<td>.42</td>
<td>.44</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8) Parent ego-involving climate</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>.37</td>
<td>.37</td>
<td>.37</td>
<td>.37</td>
<td>.37</td>
<td>.37</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. *p<.01
According to the results of regression analysis, the parental task-involving climate significantly contributed to confidence $F(1,178)=28.362, p<.05)$. Adjusted $R^2$ value indicated that 13% of variance in confidence was explained by the parent task-involving climate (Table 3).

The results show that the parental task-involving climate significantly contributed to dedication $F(1,178)=23.903, p<.05)$. Adjusted $R^2$ value indicated that 11% of variance in dedication was explained by the parent task-involving climate (Table 4).

The findings on Table 5 show that the parental task-involving climate significantly contributed to vigor $F(1,178)=26.867, p<.05)$. Adjusted $R^2$ value indicated that 13% of variance in vigor was explained by the parent task-involving climate (Table 5).

The results of regression analysis on Table 6 indicate that the parental task-involving climate significantly contributed to enthusiasm $F(1,178)=38.183, p<.05)$. Adjusted $R^2$ value indicated that 17% of variance in enthusiasm was explained by the task-involving climate (Table 6).

According to the findings on Table 7, the parental task-involving climate significantly contributed to global engagement $F(1,178)=37.652, p<.05)$. Adjusted $R^2$ value indicated that 17% of variance in global engagement was explained by the task-involving climate (Table 7).

The results on Table 8 reveal that the parental task-involving climate significantly contributed to flow $F(1,178)=42.228, p<.05)$. Adjusted $R^2$ value indicated that 19% of variance in flow was explained by the task-involving climate (Table 8).

---

**Table 3. Regression analysis regarding contribution of parent motivational climate to confidence**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Independent variable</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>SH</th>
<th>Beta</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>t</th>
<th>p</th>
<th>Adjusted R²</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Parent task-involving climate</td>
<td>.331</td>
<td>.062</td>
<td>.371</td>
<td>28.362</td>
<td>5.326</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td>.13</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. Dependent variable=confidence

**Table 4. Regression analysis regarding contribution of parent motivational climate to dedication**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Independent variable</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>SH</th>
<th>Beta</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>t</th>
<th>p</th>
<th>Adjusted R²</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Parent task-involving climate</td>
<td>.307</td>
<td>.063</td>
<td>.344</td>
<td>23.903</td>
<td>4.889</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td>.11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. Dependent variable=dedication

**Table 5. Regression analysis regarding contribution of parent motivational climate to vigor**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Independent variable</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>SH</th>
<th>Beta</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>t</th>
<th>p</th>
<th>Adjusted R²</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Parent task-involving climate</td>
<td>.326</td>
<td>.063</td>
<td>.362</td>
<td>26.867</td>
<td>5.183</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td>.13</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. Dependent variable=vigor

**Table 6. Regression analysis regarding contribution of parent motivational climate to enthusiasm**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Independent variable</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>SH</th>
<th>Beta</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>t</th>
<th>p</th>
<th>Adjusted R²</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Parent task-involving climate</td>
<td>.361</td>
<td>.058</td>
<td>.420</td>
<td>38.183</td>
<td>6.179</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td>.17</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. Dependent variable=enthusiasm

**Table 7. Regression analysis regarding contribution of parent motivational climate to global engagement**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Independent variable</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>SH</th>
<th>Beta</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>t</th>
<th>p</th>
<th>Adjusted R²</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Parent task-involving climate</td>
<td>.301</td>
<td>.049</td>
<td>.418</td>
<td>37.652</td>
<td>6.136</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td>.17</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. Dependent variable=global engagement

**Table 8. Regression analysis regarding contribution of parent motivational climate to flow**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Independent variable</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>SH</th>
<th>Beta</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>t</th>
<th>p</th>
<th>Adjusted R²</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Parent task-involving climate</td>
<td>.400</td>
<td>.062</td>
<td>.438</td>
<td>42.228</td>
<td>6.498</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td>.19</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. Dependent variable=flow
Discussion and conclusion

Descriptive statistics showed that the athletes perceived the parent-initiated task-involving climate to be higher than the ego-involving climate, which was in line with the findings in relevant literature (O’Rourke, Smith, Smoll, & Cumming, 2013; Schwebel, Smith, & Smoll, 2016).

The main aim of this study was to investigate the role of the parent-initiated motivational climate in explaining athletes’ flow experience and sports engagement. Our first and second hypotheses regarding the positive contribution of the parent-initiated task-involving motivational climate to athletes’ flow and engagement were supported by the data. Considering these results, it could be stated that it is important for parents to provide the task-involving motivational climate in order to maintain their children’s high levels of engagement and flow. This study’s findings are in line with a small number of other similar studies. For example, a recent study investigating the roles of coach, peer and parent motivational climate on boys’ intention to continue sports revealed that the task-involving climate can enhance young athletes’ sports intentions (Atkins, et al., 2015). Furthermore, Kolayiş et al. (2017) concluded that the parent-initiated task-involving climate could contribute to athletes’ self-determined motivation, whereas characteristics of the ego-involving climate could diminish it. Athletes’ self-determined motivation is an important variable for athletic outcomes (Amorose, Anderson-Butcher, Newman, Fraina & Iachini, 2016; Sari, 2019), therefore the parent-initiated motivational climate, as either enriching or diminishing factor for athletes’ self-determined motivation, appears to be an important environmental agent for athletes.

In another parent-athlete relationship research, Gardner et al. (2016) conducted a latent profile analysis regarding motivational climate and identified four distinct social climate profiles of young athletes. Gardner et al. (2016) further reported that individuals characterized by a positive social climate profile reported the greatest enjoyment and intention to continue, whereas individuals characterized by a diminished social climate profile reported relatively less enjoyment and intention to continue. O’Rourke et al. (2014) reported that the parent-initiated motivational climate was a significant predictor of athletes’ autonomous regulation. The authors (O’Rourke, et al., 2014) concluded that parents interact with their children individually at home and are engaged in multiple aspects of their children’ sport experience such as travel, financial support, and emotional support. Parents operate not only within a sport context but also within a larger framework that significantly shapes their child’s physical and psychological development. Therefore, the parent-initiated motivational climate may have a strong influence on the children (O’Rourke, et al., 2014).

Our findings regarding the positive contribution of the parent-initiated task-involving motivational climate to athletes’ flow and engagement suggested that parents’ task-involving motivational climate might contribute to their children’s belief in their own abilities, desire to invest effort, feeling excited, getting enjoyment from the activity, and becoming physically and mentally lively. The findings also suggest that parental behaviors can also facilitate a deep sense of task and cognitive competence, integration with the activity, and deriving inner pleasure out of their sportive experiences.

The third and fourth hypotheses regarding a negative contribution of the parent-initiated ego-involving motivational climate to athletes’ flow and engagement were not supported. These results were not in line with some of the similar studies. For instance, there is evidence that the parent-initiated ego-involving motivational climate was negatively associated with athletes’ autonomous motivation (O’Rourke, Smith, Smoll, & Cumming, 2012; O’Rourke, et al., 2014). It was also suggested that the parent-initiated ego-involving climate might be related to athletes’ burnout (Gustafsson, Hill, Stenling, & Wagnsson, 2016). However, there is also a recent study indicating that parent-initiated motivational climates (both the task- and ego-involving) were not a significant predictor of athletes’ flow experience (Çağlar, et al., 2017). It appears that while the parent-initiated task-involving motivational climate fostered athletes’ flow and engagement, the parent-initiated ego-involving motivational climates did not diminish these two outcomes.

Results showed that the athletes’ perception of the parent-initiated task-involving motivational climate contributed to their flow experience and engagement. Considering the findings obtained in this study, it can be concluded that it is important for parents to provide a task-involving climate to their children to enhance their flow experience and engagement. It can be suggested for athletes’ parents that they should evaluate their children by taking into consideration the children’s own performances. Also, children are better off not to be compared with their peers and it should be emphasized by young athletes’ parents that the athletes should focus on their own performance and trainings and that they should constantly develop their sport skills. Moreover, it is important, as a characteristic of the task-involving motivational climate, that making efforts and hard work should be underlined by athletes’ parents. In addition, it should be stated to young athletes by their parents that trying to achieve one’s best is important and that it is normal to make mistakes as long as the child is trying to correct them. Also, young athletes should not feel...
threatened or pressured due to making mistakes or performing poorly. All these behaviors are the characteristics of the parent-initiated task-involving motivational climate, which should be taken into consideration by parents in their communication with their children.

**Limitation and future directions**

There are also some limitations of this research. Firstly, a cross-sectional design was adopted in this study, therefore longitudinal and experimental designs can be used to offer conclusions regarding the causal effect of the parent-initiated motivational climate on athletes’ motivational outcomes. Secondly, this research was limited to flow and engagement as the motivational factors. Therefore, future research might include alternative variables such as commitment and psychological needs satisfaction. Thirdly, the participants in the present study were Turkish athletes. Therefore, future research can include a multinational sample and examine possible cultural differences. Future research can also focus on designing some intervention programs for young athletes’ parents regarding the essential aspects of motivational climates in which parents can get more experienced about providing adaptive parental behaviors to their children.
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